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Overall Summary 
Total responses: 249 
Valid Responses: 194 
Total Small farm responses: 157 
Total Mid-size farm responses: 25 
Total Large farm responses: 12 
 
Small farm definition: 0-100 acres, vineyard of any size 
Mid-size farm definition: 100-500 acres 
Large farm definition: >500 acres  



What were your market outlets Pre- COVID-19 (percentage of sales)For example, if U-Pick is 50% of 
your market outlet, select "U-Pick" and type "50" underneath your selection. All numbers combined 
should be 100%. 
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If anything has changed, how has your typical market outlet been affected by COVID-19, compared to 
this time last year? (please only select what applies to you) 

 
 

 
50 valid responses 
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61 valid responses 
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38 valid responses 
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26 valid responses 

 
32 valid responses  
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FUTURE: What measures do you plan to take in the coming weeks due to the COVID-19 pandemic? 
(select all that apply) - Selected Choice 
Options: Close business completely; Transition to takeout or online services or curbside exclusively; Using more 
personal protection; Implement more social distancing of staff and customers; Reduce staff/labor; None of the 
above 

FUTURE: What measures do you plan to take in the coming weeks due to the COVID-19 
pandemic? (select all that apply) 

Close Business Completely 12.62% 

Transition to takeout or online services or curbside exclusively 31.07% 

Using more personal protection (hand sanitizer, wearing masks, 
wearing gloves, etc.) 70.87% 

Implement more social distancing of staff and customers 58.25% 

Reduce staff/labor 24.27% 

None of the above 0% 
 
103 valid responses 
 

“Other” responses include: Take a year off and see what happens (only producing 
for family); more online marketing; strategizing outdoor operations for 
restaurant; train employees; finding other outlets for sales and donations; 
continue as planned; selling directly to grocery store; keeping outsiders 
completely off the farm  



NOW: What challenges do you currently face due to the COVID-19 pandemic? (select all that apply) - 
Selected Choice 
Options: Food safety; Loss of income or reduced sales; Visitor, customer, staff safety; Availability of labor supplies; 
Availability of labor; Impact on community health; Impact on personal and/or farmer health; Duration of restriction 
and economic impact; How can I follow new guidelines and best practices; None; Other 
 
 

NOW: What challenges do you currently face due to the COVID-19 pandemic? (select all that 
apply) 

Response Percentage 

Food Safety 20% 

Loss of income or reduced sales 68.33% 

Visitor, customer, staff safety 54.17% 

Availability of labor supplies 15.83% 

Availability of labor 23.33% 

Impact on community health 20.83% 

Impact on personal and/or farmer health 37.50% 

Duration of restrcition and economic impact 62.50% 

How can I follow new guidelines and best practices 25.83% 

None 2.50% 

Other 7.50% 
 
120 valid responses 
 

“Other” responses include: capacity limit on number of people, Swamped with 
too much information and emails, More USDA processing availability, govt 
guidance is either nonexistent or contradictory, poorly executed federal payment, 
inability to plan early in the season, uncertain market/prices half of what they 
were last year 


